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Insurance for journalists covers you
wherever the story takes you.
Insurance created in consultation with the International Federation of Journalists
providing affordable insurance to their members whilst on assignment.
We provide affordable insurance at home,
abroad and in hostile regions.

What do we cover?

Where are you covered?

We don’t just cover you on assignment but also those
working at home. We cover journalists, including those
from the US, in Afghanistan, Iraq, Central African
Republic, Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Sudan and Syria.

All our policies include emergency sickness and
accident healthcare and, if necessary evacuation and
repatriation back to your home country. This is subject
to a $250 deductible. For full terms and conditions see
our website.

Who do we cover?

Simple and affordable.

We cover what most policies exclude: war - whether
declared or not, civil war, terrorism and rebellion.

We cover journalists whether freelance or employed
including reporters, producers, photo journalists, still
photographers, camera crew, sound engineers and
production staff.
Journalists embedded with military personnel and
production teams working in remote regions can all be
insured by us.

Accidental death and disablement in all the countries
in the zone you choose as well as all the counties in
the lower zones.

We can provide cover from one week to one year and
from $50,000 to $500,000 or 5x annual earnings.
Payment and cover is available in $ and €’s

No waiting, no fuss.

You can buy online, for cover within minutes and
peace of mind throughout your trip.

Straightforward, affordable rates.
We can provide cover from one week to one year. A $10 policy booking fee will be added to these premiums.
The maximum sum we insure is $500,000 If you require more then please contact us.
The sum insured increases pro-rata based on our one-week rate.
For example: 7-weeks cover for countries in the Medium zone would be (7 x $24) $168 plus $10 booking fee.

Our zones
Our policies cover you for the highest risk zone you choose as well as all zones with lower risk profile.
For example: Choosing ‘Severe zone’ coverage will also include High, Medium and Low zone coverage
at no extra charge.

Accidental death and disability insurance,
designed by journalists for journalists.
Don’t compromise: we give you world-class
emergency claims support.
All our insurance policies/claims are supported by
specialist emergency assistance company, Northcott
Global Solutions Ltd (NGS). They are accredited to both
ISO 9001 and ISO 27001 standards.

Why choose insurance from
insuranceforjournalists.com?
1. We’re the insurance partner
of the IFJ.

NGS provide us with a 24/7/ 365 control centre, direct
connections to over 7000 local support organisations
world wide and the authority of the insurers to make
payments directly to care and security providers.

2. Worldwide cover from as little as
$12 a week for $100,000 cover.
Special discounts for our
IFJ Press Card holders.

They can react in minutes to an emergency even in
places where there is little or no domestic emergency
infrastructure. NGS is normally with a client in urban
areas within 40 minutes (and often much faster). This
makes the typical 3-7 day industry standard response
time obsolete.

3. Accidental death and disability cover
at home and abroad in the Zone you
have chosen and all the counties in
the lower zones.

Medical evacuation and repatriation
In the case of a medical emergency requiring
evacuation an injured client will be taken to the most
suitable healthcare facility nearby for for immediate care
and will only be repatriated back home when they are
well enough to travel. (This may be in a different
country to where they were injured.)
Change in your plans?
You can extend your policy to suit changes in
your plans even if you are already on assignment.
All of these changes can made online at www.
insuranceforjournalists.com through your own Secure
Online Account. This includes cover for new trips,
extended trips including higher hazard zones/countries.

4. Emergency sickness and accident
healthcare subject to a $250
deductible, and if necessary,
evacuation and repatriation back
to your home country.
5. True 24/7 emergency global support
by our partner Northcott Global
Solutions.
6. Cover included for war, civil war,
and terrorism
7. Cover while travelling with or
embedded with military personnel.
8. Customised policies for media
outlets and unions/associations.
9. Access to discounts on safety
training and field equipment from
Cadre Consultants.
10. Designed with the freelance
community and staff and support
personnel in mind.

Cover and costs for alternative policy amounts
may be purchased on our secure website:
www.insuranceforjournalists.com/ifj

UK Office

US Office
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